National Geographic: Great White Shark

1. Where are great white sharks found?

2. What do great white sharks eat?

3. What is the only predator of the great white shark? Why?

4. What is a critter cam? How is it used?

5. How is the critter cam retrieved?

6. Why do adult seals follow the shark?

7. Where are the Farallon Islands?

8. How do the marine biologists study great white sharks?

9. How many great white sharks come to investigate a seal kill? Which one dominates?

10. Draw the silhouette of a seal. What does it resemble?

11. How are the bottom teeth of a great white shark different from the top teeth? Why?

12. Why are people sometimes attacked by great white sharks?

13. What is unique about Stumpy?

14. How does Stumpy kill and eat an elephant seal?